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Abstract

Many languages display a pattern in which the f0 values of
tones are higher in a phrase ending in a high boundary tone
than in one ending with a low boundary tone. In some cases it
is only the tones closest to the boundary tone that are affected,
while in others it affects all tones in the phrase.

An account is suggested in this paper, according to which
these effects are due to perceptually-based sound changes.
Coarticulatory effects of the boundary tone on the f0 value of
an immediately preceding tone can in shorter phrases be
confused with a more global effect on phrasal scaling
parameters. Such confusions can lead to a sound change
linking pitch range and downtrends to final boundary tone.
Such an account expresses the attested patterns without special
representational machinery.

1. The effects

Boundary tones [25] are distinguished from other tones by
their distribution. Unlike stress-dependent intonational pitch
accents, boundary tones only occur on the edgemost syllable
of a domain, such as the last syllable of an intonational phrase.
Unlike lexical tones, boundary tones have a phrasal
distribution and function to distinguish sentence types.

Boundary tones must also be distinguished from other
sorts of tone with regard to their phonetic implementation. In
Hungarian, Gósy and Terken [5] find that a boundary tone H%
marking questions had a higher f0 value in the same position
than a H* marking focus. In Chichewa, a Bantu language
spoken in Malawi, questions end in a final rise, represented
with the boundary tone H%, and statements in a final fall (L%)
[18]. Lexical high tones are subject to downdrift – the second
H in a HLH sequence has a lower f0 value than the first one.
But H% neither conditions nor undergoes downdrift. Indeed, a
H% at the end of a subject phrase has no effect on the
downdrift pattern of surrounding lexical high tones [18].

Boundary tones often have strong effects on the f0
scaling of other tones in the utterance. The f0 values of lexical
high tones in Chichewa are markedly higher in questions than
in statements – an average of 75 Hz higher among the 6
subjects in [18]. In addition, while the second of two lexical
high tones was an average of 12% lower than the preceding
one in statements, it was only 2% lower in questions. Thus the
pitch range was higher and the downdrift trend less steep in
questions than in statements.

The same results held in a further study of Chichewa with
three more subjects [20], in which pitch range was varied by
asking the subjects to speak loudly, normally, or softly. F0
values were higher for louder conditions, as in the English data
of Liberman and Pierrehumbert [16]. Mean f0 values for
lexical high tones in a sentence with four high tones are
displayed in Figures 1-3 for three speakers. Each line connects
the mean values for the four high tones in a given condition.

The solid lines represent questions and the dashed lines
represent statements. There are three solid lines and three
dashed lines – one line for each loudness level. The loudest
speech of the third subject (the only female of the group)
typically went into f0 values beyond the measurement
capabilities of our pitch tracker, so only two loudness levels
are presented for her. It can be seen that for all three subjects
the solid line is almost always above the corresponding dashed
line, and it always has a flatter slope.

Figure 1: F0 values for 4 successive high tones (H1-H4) in
questions and statements (Subject #1)

Figure 2: F0 values for 4 successive high tones (H1-H4) in
questions and statements (Subject #2)



Figure 3: F0 values for 4 successive high tones (H1-H4) in
questions and statements (Subject #3)

These are well-attested patterns. F0 peaks are higher in
questions than in statements in languages as diverse as
Swedish [3], Russian [29], Mandarin [10, 28], Vietnamese
[22], Oneida [6], Brazilian Portuguese [17], Lingala [7], Jita
[2], Kikuyu [1], and Hausa [14]. In perception tests, high
values for f0 peaks contribute to identification of utterances as
questions in American English and Swedish [8], Danish [31]
and Vietnamese [22].

F0 downdrift is less in questions than in statements in
English [24], Danish [30], Swedish [3], Russian [29], Kikuyu
[1], Zulu [27], and Hausa [14]. The difference in downdrift has
been showed to serve as a cue distinguishing questions and
statements in Danish [31], Brazilian Portuguese [17], and
Dutch [9].

Final lowering is a pattern in which a final f0 peak is
lower than would be expected from other scaling effects such
as downdrift.  Liberman and Pierrehumbert [16] provide
evidence for final lowering in English statements.
Pierrehumbert and Beckman [26] show that final lowering
occurs in statements but not in questions in Japanese. The
same is found in Lomongo [12] and appears to be the case in
Vietnamese, judging from the displays in Nguyên and
Boulakia [22].

All three of these differences in f0 scaling between
questions and statements are assimilatory, since in all three f0
values in a phrase are higher if there is a final high boundary
tone than if there is a final low boundary tone. The effects are
stronger the closer a tone is to the end of the phrase. Final
lowering only affects the last high tone (or the last few [26])
before the boundary tone. Differences in downdrift affect all
non-initial tones including the last one, and each such tone is
lower the closer it is to the final boundary. This orientation to
the end of the phrase suggests that the effects are conditioned,
if only indirectly, by the final boundary tone.

Another fact that implicates the final boundary tones in
these scaling effects is that the same patterns can occur in non-
questions that end in a final rise. One Chichewa speaker
participating in the experiment in [18] consistently had a final
rise in statements that were non-final in the utterance. The f0
peaks in these non-final statements had higher values than in
the final statements, and had a less steep downdrift trend. In
both measures, the non-final statements were intermediate
between statements and questions. The other subjects, who did
not have a final rise in non-final statements, also did not have
a distinction in f0 scaling between final and non-final
statements. Thorsen [30] found that non-terminal declarative

clauses have less downdrift that in final declarative clauses,
and her sample pitch tracks suggest that these non-terminal
clauses also have a final rise. Ho [10] similarly reports that
both questions and exclamations have a final rise in Mandarin,
and that both have a higher mean f0 values throughout than in
statements. Inkelas and Leben [14] report that the f0 range is
raised after a phrase-peripheral focus marker, as well as before
a phrase-peripheral question marker.

2. An approach

One puzzle about the effects of boundary tones on f0 scaling is
their globality. One tone generally only affects the neighboring
tones immediately before or after it. This is true of
coarticulatory effects [28, 32], as well as tonal phonological
patterns [13, 33]. Yet in some of these cases, a phrase-final
tone is affecting all the tones in a whole intonational phrase.

It is also remarkable that the effects seem to be uniformly
assimilatory. Phonological tone assimilation can be clearly
represented through spread of a tone from one syllable to
others [4]. But while a boundary tone is a real tone associated
with a specific syllable, pitch range and downtrends are
gradient quantitative patterns best expressed in terms of the
phonetic interpretation of phonological tones. Pitch range
varies continuously as a function of overall emphasis [16],
with higher f0 values associated with louder speech. This kind
of variation cannot be represented with any set of discrete
intonational tones, so it is difficult to see how there can be any
kind of spreading between a boundary tone and the
representation of pitch range.

One approach to this has been to use the representational
resources of autosegmental phonology. Pierrehumbert and
Beckman [26] propose that the boundary tone is associated not
only to a phrase-peripheral syllable, but also to the whole
prosodic phrase. The tone is thus not just a property of the
syllable it is realized on, but also of the whole phrase that
contains it. Myers [18] exploits such a representation to
express the long-distance effects of H% in Chichewa. Inkelas
and Leben [14] pursue a similar strategy, attributing the broad
scope of question marking H to its being on a register tier
distinct from the basic tone tier. As the only element on this
tier, it is free to sweep across the phrase without encountering
anything to block it.

But such a representational approach to the effects of H%
does not ultimately answer the questions about them. Instead
of asking why only boundary tones have global effects, we
would now have to ask why only boundary tones are
associated with a phrase node or a register tier. The
representation allows us to restate the generalization in a new
way, without gaining any particular insight into it.

Moreover, such an approach does not explain why the
effects are assimilatory. A lexical high tone juxtaposed with a
high tone is often turned into a low tone [19]. If pitch range
and downdrift are built into the representation in the form of
tones, why don’t we see a parallel dissimilatory effect, in
which a high boundary tone conditions lower pitch range
and/or steeper downdrift?

An alternative account of these facts takes a diachronic
perspective. It begins with the one direct physical effect of
boundary tones – the coarticulatory raising of f0 before H%
and lowering of f0 before L% [16, 26]. This is a local effect
that is entirely analogous to the kinds of coarticulatory effects
we see among adjacent lexical tones [28, 32].



Most intonational phrases are short, with only one or two
f0 peaks. This is particularly true of speech directed to
children learning a language. In such short phrases, the
coarticulatory effect, moving the last f0 peak closer in f0 value
to the following boundary tone, will be very difficult to
distinguish from the global effects on downdrift and pitch
range. If we find in a phrase with one peak close to the final
boundary that the peak is higher before H% than before L%,
that is compatible with a global raising of lexical H before
boundary H%, or with a local anticipatory coarticulatory effect
conditioned by that boundary tone. If we find in a phrase with
two peaks that the second one is markedly lower before L%
than before H%, that could be due to a difference in the
downdrift slopes for H%-final compared to L%-final phrases,
or it could be due to local coarticulatory lowering of H before
L%. To distinguish the global effects from the local effects in
a phonetic investigation, we would just have to look at longer
phrases. To distinguish downdrift from final lowering, for
example, Liberman and Pierrehumbert [16] have to turn to
intonational phrases with 3 to 5 peaks.

But the point is that the sample of intonational phrases
with 3 to 5 peaks is relatively small in natural speech, and in
particular in speech directed to language learners. It would
therefore be natural for listeners and language learners to
overgeneralize from short phrases, concluding that the
speaker’s purely local coarticulatory effect of H% and L% on
an immediately preceding tone is a global effect on pitch range
or downtrends. The result is a mismatch between the speaker’s
intended pattern and the listener’s learned pattern – the
beginning of a sound change [23].

The change will be in an assimilatory direction because it
starts with tonal coarticulation. Pitch range will be raised
before H% because the effect on pitch range is based on a
generalization of raising of a tone immediately before H%.
Non-initial high tones will be lowered, leading to a downtrend,
because this effect is based on the lowering of a tone
immediately before L%.

According to this diachronic account, there is no direct
representational connection between the boundary tones and
the global raising effects. The global effects are represented in
the setting of pitch range and downtrends for a phrase, and
these are related to the final boundary tone only through a
series of natural sound changes.

This account would allow us to make sense of the fact
that the interaction of boundary tones with lexical tones is
asymmetrical: boundary tones affect the f0 value of lexical
tones, but not vice versa. The f0 value of a boundary tone
seems to be completely independent of what lexical tones (or
non-boundary intonational tones) precede it.

There doesn’t seem to be a physical reason why laryngeal
coarticulation should affect the boundary tone any less than a
lexical tone, but there are functional factors that favor the
boundary tone. The lexical tone usually comes in a morpheme
with segments that help distinguish it from other morphemes,
while the boundary tone is a floating tone without segmental
content. Furthermore, the distinction between question and
statement seems to be very basic in human language, and is
very hard to predict from context, unlike lexical distinctions
such as that between gúrú “big” and guru “burrow” in Shona.
Such factors might be enough to counter any tendency for the
boundary tone to change to match a preceding lexical tone.

There are certainly cases of languages of which it is said
that they distinguish questions and statements just by means of
differences in pitch range and downdrift, without a final rise or

fall conditioning it. Downing [2], for example, describes
questions in Jita (a Bantu language) as having a higher pitch
range than statements, but does not transcribe any final rise in
questions.

These cases could be interpreted as demonstrating that
the pitch range and downdrift effects distinguishing sentence
types are independent of the final boundary tone. But such
effects could also arise diachronically if they were all
originally conditioned by the boundary tones. Consider a
language that has global effects on f0 scaling conditioned by
the final boundary tone. If the contrast between H% and L% is
lost over time due to the common pattern of final tone
neutralization, avoiding final H [21], then the secondary cues
of pitch range and downdrift could become the chief cues
distinguishing the sentence types. This would be analogous to
the way a vowel before a nasal can come to be distinctively
nasalized as the nasal becomes weaker [15]. The conditioned
effect of coarticulatory nasalization is reinterpreted with the
loss of the nasal as unconditioned, distinctive nasalization. The
emergence of tones from the secondary f0 effects of phonation
classes is another parallel case [11].

This account is at this stage purely speculative (though
not really any more so than the representational accounts). It
would, however, be possible to test the fundamental premise
of the account – that the connection between boundary tones
and scaling effects arises out of a perceptual confusion.

The stimuli for this test could consist of series of pure
tones, since the basis of the account is not specific to speech
perception. Listeners would be given short series of tones in a
training stage, divided explicitly into two classes. In the first
class, the analogue of short questions, there would be three
tones – the first one high, the second low, and the third in
between the f0 values of the other two. The three tones would
differ in f0, but not in their relative difference from each other.
The tone series in the second class, the analogue of short
statements, would differ from the first in that the second and
third tones would both be at the same low level.

In the test stage of the experiment, subjects would be
given longer series of tones varying in the trend of f0 values.
They would vary in the downward slope of f0 values, and in
the overall f0 range. The prediction is that subjects would
generalize from the short forms, and include among the
analogues of questions both those sequences with a flat slope
and those with a high f0 level.
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